
CSR POLICY 
 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) POLICY OF CAREER POINT LIMITED 
 
Corporate Social Responsibility is strongly connected with the principles of Sustainability; an organization should 
make decisions based not only on financial factors, but also on the social and environmental consequences. 
Therefore, it is the core corporate responsibility of Career Point Limited to practice its corporate values through its 
commitment to grow in a socially and environmentally responsible way, while meeting the interests of its 
stakeholders.  
 
Career Point Limited recognizes that its business activities have wide impact on the societies in which it operates, 
and therefore an effective practice is required giving due consideration to the interests of its 
stakeholders including shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, business associates, local communities and 
other organizations. The company endeavors to make CSR a key business process for sustainable development.  
Career Point Limited is responsible to continuously enhance shareholders wealth; it is also committed to its other 
stakeholders to conduct its business in an accountable manner that creates a sustained positive impact on society. 
Our company is committed towards aligning with nature; and has adopted eco-friendly practices. 
 
As a corporate entity, the company is committed towards sustainability. Ongoing dialogues with shareholders 
provide valuable approach with an objective that each business decision takes into account it’s social and 
environmental impacts and plans.  Providing independence and dignity to people with reduced mobility is also a 
key concern of the company. 
 
Governance Structure 
Our CSR governance structure will be headed by the Board Level CSR committee that will be ultimately 
responsible for the CSR projects undertaken.  The committee will report to our Board of Directors. 
  
Guiding Principles 
Career Point Limited is vigilant in its enforcement towards corporate principles and is committed towards 
sustainable development and inclusive growth. The company constantly strives to ensure strong corporate culture 
which emphasizes on integrating CSR values with business objective. It also pursues initiatives related to quality 
management, environment preservation and social awareness. 
 
To attain its CSR objectives in a professional manner and integrated manner, the company shall:  

• Undertake proactive engagement with stakeholders to actively contribute to the socio-economic 
development of the periphery/community in which it operates. 

• Using environment friendly and safe processes in production. 
• Create a positive footprint within the society by creating inclusive and enabling 

infrastructure/environment for livable communities.  
• Ensure environmental sustainability by adopting best ecological practices and encouraging 

conservation/judicious use of natural resources. 
• Work towards mainstreaming the marginalized segments of the society by striving towards providing 

equal opportunities and making meaningful difference in their lives. 
• Focus on educating the underprivileged by providing appropriate infrastructure, and groom them as future 

value creators. 
• Assist in skill development by providing direction and technical expertise to the vulnerable thereby 

empowering them towards a dignified life. 
• Facilitate water conservation by reducing water consumption at the plants and taking up rain water 

harvesting projects.  
• Create a business value chain which is sustainable – environmentally + socially + economically.  
• Promote an inclusive work culture.  
• Work towards generating awareness for creating public infrastructure that is barrier free, inclusive and 

enabling for all including the elderly and the disabled.  
• Create positive awareness towards the need to adopt measures that lead towards reducing carbon 

footprints and promote alternate energy approaches.  
• Promoting the well being and development of employees and their families through an inspiring corporate 

culture that engenders good values.  
• Employee participation is an important part of developing responsible citizenship. Our company 

encourages and motivates employees to spend time volunteering on issues of their interest.  
• At the time of national crisis, as a company it is imperative for us to respond to emergency situations & 

disasters by providing timely help to affected victims and their families. 
 
CSR Budget 
The total budget for the CSR projects will be decided by the CSR Committee.  
 

(This Policy is approved in the Board Meeting held on May 29, 2014) 


